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Abstract
The term advanced persistent threat, orAPT, was first used by 
the U.S. Air Force backin 2006 to describe complex (advanced) 
cyberattacks against specific targets over long periodsof time 
(persistent). APTs first really hitthe headlines in 2010 when a 
worm calledStuxnet was found to be infecting supervisory control 
and data acquisition managementsystems produced by Siemens. 
Subsequentinvestigation revealed a cyber weapondesigned to shut 
down Iran’s nuclear programby tampering with programmable 
logic controllersused in its nuclear fuel processingplant. The 
sheer audacity and sophisticationof this attack created hysteria 
among securityprofessionals and network administrators, andhas 
led to a great deal of confusion aboutwhat APTs are and what 
they can do.Research into Stuxnet and the appearance ofDuqu 
and then Flame in 2012 have kept APTsin the spotlight.This 
is because of the complexity of attacks and the penetration of 
the attackers.Although our knowledge about APT is widening 
but side by side the attacks are themselves growing on a fast 
pace. Criminals using APTs want data, so that they could steal 
highly valuable information from an organisation;therefore 
the vulnerability of data increases and probability of being 
attacked also hikes.. Government agencies andorganizations in 
industries such as finance, energy, IT, aerospace, and chemical 
and pharmaceuticalsare the mostly likely to be the victims of 
APT infections, as are those involved ininternational trade. Users 
and organizations with access through business relationships 
tovaluable data, such as smaller defence contractors, are also 
beginning to be targeted. Andthe use of watering hole attacks 
may be heralding a change in tactic to mass infections,which are 
then sifted for any potentially interesting targets. Criminals are 
less likely to targetorganizations running critical infrastructure, 
but attempted APT-type attacks by hactivists and nation-states 
are on the increase. Any organization running industrial control 
systemslinked to the Internet is at risk. Administrators of some 
systems may be unaware that theirsystems are connected to the 
Internet, while systems installed some years ago, when cyber 
securitywas less of an issue, may not be adequately protected from 
attack. To protect your organization against APTs, it’s important 
to know what an APT is  andwhat it isn’t. In this survey paper, we 
examine the history of the attacks in the contextof what’s happening 
today, analyze the ways in which the attacks are perpetrated, and 
provide recommendations for knowing when such an attack is an 
imminent threat for yourorganization
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I. Introduction
The very first thing that arises in mind is what is an APT?
Though the term originated in nation-states involved in cyber 
security, APT techniques are also being used by criminalsto steal 
data from businesses forfinancial gain. What distinguishes an 
APT fromother threats is that it is targeted, persistent,evasive 
and advanced.

A. Targeted
APTare very specific in nature.The attack on specific nodes 
of the target and steal specific type of information from it for 
monetarygains. Unlike other cyber-attacks APTare target and data 
specific.The conficker worm, for example, used manyadvanced 
techniques but did not target a particularorganization. It 
infected millions ofcomputers in more than 200 countries. In 
contrast,Stuxnet was designed to target a certaintype, a certain 
brand and a certain model ofcontrol system. And the RSA SecurID 
attackwas developed specifically to obtain SecurIDinformation to 
be used in future APT attacksagainst defence contractors, including 
LockheedMartin. The Aurora attacks againstGoogle and Adobe 
targeted source code, and the Sony attack targeted personally 
identifiableinformation. These were not opportunistic attacks: 
Theywere focused campaigns taking time, patienceand money to 
achieve very specific objectives.With that said, some attacks are 
targetedbut not APTs. Attacks by Anonymousand LulzSec, for 
example, are always against a specific organization, but they make 
little orno effort to remain undetected, a key featureof an APT.

B. Persistent
To achieve the goal of attack, those involved in developing  an 
APT must find vulnerabilities and loopholes within a target’s 
infrastructure, evaluate the security measures  protecting it, 
determinehow to  attack and exploit the most sensitive area of the 
system compromise the target network, gain access to privileged 
hosts, find the targetdata and then extract it — all without 
beingdetected. This requires enormous amounts ofresearch, and 
the entire process may takemonths or even years. F-Secure Labs 
estimatesthat it took more than 10 person-years of workto develop 
Stuxnet. Related attacks like Duquand Flame might have taken 
even more.

C. Evasive
A key difference between mostmalware and an APT is its 
ability to persist —that is, to escape detection by network 
securitycontrols while still collecting and extractingdata. In many 
cases, developers use unknownzero-day exploits so there are no 
antivirus signaturesavailable to provide protection. Membersof the 
Elderwood gang, the hackers behindthe Aurora attacks, have used 
eightzero-day vulnerabilities during the last threeyears. Flame 
managed to evade detection forsome five years while stealing all 
kinds of data— even turning on victims’ computer microphonesto 
record conversations. Data is hiddenusing custom encryption 
and within protocolsthat are allowed through firewall filters.
Surreptitious routes are used to contact command-and-control 
(C&C) servers for updatesand to extract information.

D. Advanced
APTs use a wide range of advancedmethodologies to succeed with 
eachphase of an attack. Stuxnet included the first everprogrammable 
logic controller root kit.Flame achieved what’s believed to be 
theonly in-the-wild cryptographic collision attack;it was used 
to hijack Microsoft’s WindowsUpdate mechanism so it could 
spreadfrom machine to machine — a feat that requiresthe expertise 
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of world-class cryptographers.It’s also suspected that some 
hackershave managed to access source code for popularproducts 
from vendors such as Adobeand Microsoft, making it easier to find 
zero dayvulnerabilities. Not all malware used inAPTs is so cutting-
edge, but the way in whichthe malware is used is often ingenious. 
Further,the planning and time spent on developingattacks shows 
just how well-resourcedand skilled the teams behind them are.
[1]

Fig. 1: Shows Despite Using Several Methods to Resist APT, 
How the Hactivist Succeed for Example Here ivy Server is Used 
as Per Information Weekly Report

Who’s Behind APTs? Unless An APT attack is revealed there are 
many speculations and blaming around in the air, but generally 
those accused are the old enemies of the targeted organisation.
However, when there is a need to determine the culprit of the APT 
type attack, there is hardly any unbiased and relevant evidence left. 
What we do know is that APTsrequire a level of skill so high that 
onlyhighly organized and well-funded cybercriminalsand nation-
states have the resourcesto carry them out. The conclusions as to 
who is responsiblefor an APT attack are still mainly complicated 
and behind the curtains. For example, the South Korean government 
can only surmise who was behind a cyber attack onits banks and 
broadcasters. The governmentclaims that investigators were ableto 
trace attacks that affected about32,000 computers and disrupted 
someInternet banking services and automatedteller machines to an 
IP address inNorth Korea. But IP addresses are alwaysspoofed in 
an attack.Another example showing how difficultit is to identify 
those behind anattack involves the work of the Winntigroup. This 
group has been running anAPT-style war against more than 30 
onlinegaming companies around theworld since 2009, although the 
attacks wereonly discovered in 2011. By stealing digitalcertificates 
signed by legitimate software vendors,the group has been able to 
sign malwareto use in attacks. It has then stolen sourcecode to find 
vulnerabilities that let the grouploot in-game currencies and sell 
them for realmoney. Researchers say they have found examplesof 
Chinese language in some of themalware and that the attacks used 
IP addressesbased in China. However, the certificatesthat were 
stolen have been used in attacksorchestrated by other hacking 
groupsagainst companies in the aerospace industry, South Korea’s 

largest social network and politicalactivists. No one knows if 
the Winntigroup sold or, because of political affiliations,freely 
supplied the certificates used in theseattacks. Stuxnet appeared 
in the Middle East, withnearly half of the proven infections being 
inIran. It has been acknowledged as an Americanand Israeli state-
sponsored creation.Because of key connections betweenStuxnet 
and Flame, Russian security firmKaspersky Lab says there can be 
little doubtthat Flame is also an American and Israeliweapon. Yet, 
in terms of actual attribution,we still cannot be 100% sure. The 
culprit isoften identified because we don’t know whoelse it could 
be.The Mandiant APT1 report is probably theclosest anyone’s 
gotten to pinpointing wheresome of these attacks originate. APT1 
is oneof more than 20 APT groups with origins in China. The 
group has conducted a cyber espionagecampaign since at least 
2006, and it’sbelieved to have stolen hundreds of terabytesof data 
from at least 141 organizationsaround the world. Mandiant tracked 
APT1back to four large networks in Shanghai, twoof which serve 
the Pudong New Area. This isthe location of Unit 61398 of the 
People’s LiberationArmy and is in precisely the samearea from 
which APT1 activity appears tooriginate. Although a lot of the 
evidence isvery compelling, little can be confirmed asconcrete 
fact, with most of Mandiant’s findingsprefaced with “believed to 
be,” “appearsto be” or “almost certainly”
APT Terminologies:

Backdoor:: Malware that allows remote administration of • 
an infected system.
Compromised/Rogue::A digital certificate whose private • 
key and certificate file have been illegitimately accessed 
and copied.
Cyber-something:: Internet-related version of an existing • 
activity or thing.
Drive-by download:: Method of compromising computers • 
by tricking the victim into unintentionally or unwittingly 
downloading malware when visiting a website, viewing an 
email message or clicking on a pop-up window.
Exploit code:: Code used to enter a target system by taking • 
advantage of one of its vulnerabilities.
Payload :: Once exploit code accesses a target system, the • 
payload is executed (usually to install a backdoor).
Sandbox:: A mechanism for executing untrusted code within • 
a tightly controlled set of resources.
Trojan ::Malware hidden in a program or file that appears • 
useful, interesting or harmless.
Vulnerability ::Typically a flaw in operating system or • 
application software, but a vulnerability can also be a lack 
of protection,a poor security practice or an incorrect system 
configuration.
WeaponizedDocument ::Document or file containing • 
malicious code.
Zero-day exploit ::Exploits that take advantage of • 
vulnerabilities for which there are no patches available from 
the software vendor [1].

APT Lifecycle
Phase 1: Reconnaissance
Determine whom to target and how
Phase 2: Spear-phishing attack
Send crafted email and malicious attachment to target victim
Phase 3: Establish presence
Install network back door to allow undetected access,obtain user 
credentials, install range of attack tools such as packet sniffers, 
keyboard loggers and scanners
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Phase 4: Exploration and pivoting
Perform network exploration and process mapping, extend
infection and control to other systems
Phase 5: Data extraction

Encrypt, compress and transfer data out of the network
Phase 6: Maintaining persistence
Analyze data, update and develop attack tools[3]

The table given below profiles the threat attacks as per data breach investigation report version 2013 -
Organised crimes State Affiliated Activists

Victim industry Finance 
Retail 
Food

Manufacturing  
Professional 
Transportation

Information
 Public
Other Services

Region Of 
Operation

Eastern Europe
North America East Asia(china) Western Europe

North America

Common Actions

Tampering(physical)
Brute force(hacking)
Spykar(malware)
Capture stored data(malware)
Adminware(malware)
RAM Scraper(Malware)

Backdoor
Phising
Command
Export data
Password dumper
Downloader
Stolen creds

SQli
Stolen creds
Brute force
RFI
Backdoor

Target Assets

ATM
POS Controller
POS terminal
Database
Desktop

Laptop/desktop
Fileserver
Mail server
Directory Dictionary

Web application
Database
Mail Server

Desired data
Payment Cards
Credentials
Bank account info

Credentials
Internal organisation data
Trade secrets
System info

Personal info
Credentials
Internal organisation data

II. How Do the Attackers Get in??
Advanced persistent threats are a typical security issue, but all 
APTs have two things in common: They are hard todetect and 
come into your network inunusual (often zero-day) ways. It is 
a tedious task tofind out an APT, but, once you do, the major 
part is done: finding the source of theproblem, identifying the 
attacker and figuringout to what extent the attack hasaffected your 
organization’s systems.Discovering the actual APT attack code
Requires deep analysis of log files, networktraffic and program 
code. The goal is to find out behaviour indicating APT activity: 
networkexploitation and data attacks. Even the bestand brightest 
security teams may be challengedby the cleanliness of attacks 
being done, but security professionalsshould at least have an 
understandingof the methods used to carry out an APT [2].

A. Monitoring and Logging
The heel suggested for APT is that it has tosend the data that it 
has collected back to acommand and Control Server (CCS) to 
successfullycomplete its mission. This network activity,as well 
as the APT’s attempts to explore thenetwork in search of data, 
will provide the fewchances you will have to identifyand halt the 
threat. It is therefore essentialthat you extensively monitor and 
log networktraffic—in particular, outbound traffic.
By collecting and analyzing records of trafficflow, security 
teams can increase the chancesof spotting intrusions and other 
potentiallymalicious activity. Unexpected and thereforesuspicious 
behaviour might include a desktopscanning ports or a file server 
sending trafficoutside of the network. Activity such as this,carried 
out without permission, should ringalarm bells and trigger your 
company’s escalationprocedure.Comprehensive logs will help 
enormouslyin unravelling the spread of an infection. Amachine 

making connections to an unknownserver, for example, could 
indicate maliciousactivity of some sort. If administrators canquery 
a Cisco NetFlow or similar database tosearch for other machines 
making connectionsto the same IP address and port, theycan 
target those machines for further investigation.Analysis of the 
communicationsamong these machines can help determinewhere 
an attack originated and which othermachines have been affected.
Indeed, bandwidth monitoring andnetwork traffic analysis tools 
such as NetFlowshould be used to collect IP traffic passingthrough 
routers and switches for analysis. Tomake analysis more 
productive, a baseline ofwell-known, expected behaviour should 
beestablished. This makes the creation of effectiverule sets 
easier because thresholds can beset based on expected activity. 
Baselining canalso provide early warnings of zero-day attacks 
because traffic on your network willstart to fall outside of what’s 
deemed normal.If resources are tight, concentrate on establishing 
a baseline for high-risk networksegments. Rules that enforce 
network andsecurity policies should be reviewed to ensurethat 
connections to these sensitive systemsand data are expected as 
well as allowed.OSSEC is a free, open source host-basedintrusion 
detection system (IDS) that can providelog analysis, file integrity 
checking andWindows registry monitoring. It works withevent 
logs from a variety of firewalls, IDSes,Web servers, switches 
and routers to providereal-time correlation and analysis, policy 
monitoringand alerts. This type of tool is essentialfor blocking 
and catching maliciousinformation-gathering processes such 
as portscans and brute-force attacks.Zero-day exploits are the 
nightmare of mostadministrators responsible for perimetersecurity, 
but one defence is to try and detectthe payload. A major step 
toward identifyingAPT activity is to configure IDS signatures 
toblock exfiltration by firing alerts based on thecharacteristics 
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of outgoing traffic. Forexample, an APT using PI-RAT, or the 
PoisonIvy Remote Access Toolkit, can be trappedwith an IDS rule 
that checks traffic going outboundon Port 3460 for the presence 
of thestring used in the PI-RAT initial communicationsequence 
flags.While all of the tools we have mentioned sofar require some 
manual tuning, they are, forthe most part, automated. However, 
uncoveringan APT will likely require manual analysisas well as 
automated analysis.APTs most often run as a service. This allowsa 
threat to recover from attempts to removeit while maintaining 
high levels of access andthe ability to read the memory of 
otherprocesses. It is important to perform regularmanual reviews 
of log data to check thataccess control lists (ACLs) are being 
correctlyenforced and to evaluate trends in networktraffic. For 
example, if a demilitarized zone(DMZ) contains a Web server and 
a DNS serverand ACLs are set to block traffic from anyother type 
of system, administrators shouldbe checking for alerts regarding 
traffic onports other than 80, 443 and 53. Similarly,irregular ratios 
of upload-to-download trafficcould indicate that files are being 
uploadedto another server, while a SQL statement thatis far larger 
than the average is probably asign of a SQL injection attack.An 
important tool in your log analysisarsenal is a network protocol 
analyzer toolsuch as Wireshark, which can either capturepacket 
data from a live network or read packetsfrom a previously saved 
capture file. Mostimportantly, though, you can set it up to workwith 
specific types of traffic. This will make itquicker and easier to 
find what you’re lookingfor among reams of traffic data. For 
example,to disguise the exfiltration process, someattacks use fast-
flux to circumvent IP-basedACLs and make it more difficult to 
identify theattacker’s own network. Just identifying theexistence 
of such traffic in DNS logs could indicatecompromise and possible 
exfiltration.Another way to help security teams identifyand 
escalate an incident more quickly is tomake IDS and firewall alerts 
more userfriendly.For example, assigning location informationto 
IP addresses means a concernedadministrator doesn’t need to 
perform a hostlookup to see that a database server hasmade an 
outbound FTP connection to a computeroutside the network—
an event thatrequires immediate investigation.APTs tend to use 
HTTP and HTTPS as exfiltrationmethods, so filtering outbound 
Webtraffic needs to become as widespread as theuse of other egress 
filters. One method to trapand prevent an APT from sending data 
out ofthe network is to use a proxy such as Squid topermit or deny 
traffic. For example, if the onlythe Squid proxy can initiate HTTP/
HTTPS sessionsoutbound on Port 80/443, then an APTwould 
fail to directly exit the network onthose ports. Security teams 
need to keepabreast of the latest attacks being used sothat similar 
rules for such exploits can be generatedto allow for automatic 
blocking and todeny access to specific destinations or limitactivity 
to business hours. Blacklists of knownbad IP addresses and 
domains can be updatedautomatically using SquidGuard.Another 
valuable addition to any intrusiondetection and network security 
monitoringtoolbox is Security Onion, which includes ahost of 
tools that can be integrated withSquid. These tools—which include 
Snort, Suricata,Sguil, Squert, Snorby, Bro, NetworkMinerand 
Xplico—can be used to build an array ofdistributed sensors and 
controls to monitorand allow early detection of APT behaviour.
When used together, these tools can providereal-time reporting 
with visualization. Squert,in particular, is a visual tool that 
providesadditional context to events through the useof metadata, 
time series representations andweighted and logically grouped 
result sets.Although APTs are usually the result of adirectly 
targeted attack, any malware can beused as the starting point. 
The RSA SecurIDAPT attack started with a phishing exploit, 

forexample, so be sure to make use of the set ofrules to identify 
and block phishing campaignsmaintained by the Sourcefire 
VulnerabilityResearch Team.Behavioural AnalysisOnce you have 
located the malware responsiblefor generating suspicious traffic, 
you willneed to deconstruct it to take your investigationsfurther. 
To ensure that code is contained,it is important to set up a virtual 
lab environmentto carry out this work. To capture themaximum 
amount of information while themalware is running, it makes 
sense to use avariety of monitoring tools, including

Regshot-an open source registry compareutility that allows • 
users to quickly take a snapshotof one registry and then 
compare it withanother.
TCPView-shows detailed listings of allTCP and UDP • 
endpoints, including thelocal and remote addresses and state 
ofTCP connections.
Process Explorer-provides informationabout which handles • 
and DLL processes haveopened or loaded.
ListDLLs-a utility that lists all DLLs loadedinto all processes • 
or into a specific process,as well as processes that have a 
particularDLL loaded.
VMMap-a virtual and physical memoryanalysis utility • 
that shows summaryinformation and a detailed process 
memorymap to identify the sources of processmemory 
usage.
Process Monitor-shows real-time filesystem, registry and • 
process/thread activity.
Capture-BAT-a behavioural analysis toolthat can be used • 
to monitor the state changesof a system during program 
execution and identify which processes are responsible forfile 
or registry changes.

As you can see, several different tools arenecessary to help 
determine what a programdoes and how it does it. No one says it 
will beeasy, but the use of some or all of these toolswill provide 
the kind of comprehensive viewneeded to show modifications 
to theregistry, file system and system state—allof which provide 
insights into the way inwhich software operates, even if no 
sourcecode is available.The good news is that all of the tools 
wehave listed here are free. The not-so-goodnews is that they require 
specialist knowledgeto really make the most of them. Further, 
evenif you make use of all of these tools, you willstill have to do 
quite a bit of detective work.For example, if you have suspicions 
about a.chm help file (Microsoft Compiled HTMLHelp)—often 
used as a vehicle for deliveringmalware—uncovered with one 
of these tools,you should search for instructions on how tocreate 
Trojan horses using chm files. This willprovide clues as to the 
possible name of theexecutable file hidden within the .chm file.
Perl2Exe, for example, is often incorporatedinto malware because 
of its ability to parselarge amounts of data in search of credit 
cardor other personally identifiable information.Picking Through 
ProcessesAnother area you will have to diagnose cleverly  is 
processes. APT authors use theinsider knowledge gained via 
phishingattacks and victim research to build up anunderstanding 
of how a target businessapplication works so they can hook into 
relevantprocesses. Application-specific malwareoften looks to 
identify sensitive data in memoryand storage or gain access to it 
while it’sactually being processed. You are looking toestablish how 
the malware program works;what data it is capturing and from 
where; andwhere the malware is sending the data afterit has been 
captured. Standard actions includechecking the registry key at 
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstallto see 
which anti-virus programs are installedand injecting a malicious 
DLL into a runningprocess—explorer.exe being one of the 
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mostlikely targets. Various APIs are commonlycalled, including 
GetComputerNameA andGetLogicalDrives, to gather machine 
and harddisk information. Collected data will mostlikely be written 
to temporary files, compressedin cab format and then renamed 
andlocated in a folder to await extraction.However, malware authors 
have long usedpackers to obfuscate their binary code toavoid 
detection by anti-virus programs andmake it harder for analyststo 
get to the bottomof their code. (Theprimary purpose of apacker is to 
reduce thesize of an executableand provide encryptionor reverse-
engineeringprotection to safeguard legitimate intellectualproperty 
and proprietary code within theapplication code.) Search for 
hidden executablesusing a detector such as ExeInfo PE anda 
packer such as UPX to unpack it. Howeverusing a common packer 
such as UPX makesmalware detection easier, so APTs may well 
bedisguised using a proprietary packing routinethat will require 
manually unpacking beforefurther code review. Ideally, you need 
to stepthrough each action the malware takes usinga disassembler 
such as IDA or the debuggerOllyDbg. The goal of this painstaking 
processis to decipher how the program works internallyand 
determine where it injects processesinto legitimate programs.At 
some point, the malware will try toconnect to its CCS. To allow 
the APT to establishconnections with external IP addresses,you 
can redirect the connections to a REMnuxsystem listening on the 
appropriate ports toemulate responses. (This obviously needs tobe 
done inside an isolated virtual environment.)The conversation may 
well start with astandard HTTP request before the encrypteddata 
is sent. This traffic needs to be capturedand analyzed to see if any 
attempts are madeto download more malware or determinewhether 
the traffic can provide further cluesas to who is behind the attack. 
It should benoted, however, that although you may beable to trace 
IP addresses to a registeredowner, you may not be able to prove 
beyonddoubt that it is the registered owner who hastargeted and 
infected your organization [2].
Clearly, finding an APT and fully understandingwhat it does 
requires comprehensive andskilled analysis. To give you an idea 
of just howchallenging these tasks are, consider theDuQu Trojan 
horse program.Late last year, malware based on the Stuxnetvirus 
was uncovered. The threat was namedDuQu because it created 
files with a DQprefix. Researchers analyzed the code butcould not 
determine what exactly is was andwhere it came from. In early 
March, KasperskyLabs asked for help, using crowdsourcing tohelp 
decipher the code in the command andcontrol communications 
module used in theDuQu program. It was determined that 
mostof the code was written in C++, but oneportion looked like 
it could have been writtenin a completely new programming 
language.It turned out to be object-oriented C codecompiled with 
Microsoft Visual Studio Complier2008 using special options. This 
indicatesit was developed and integrated into theDuQu Trojan by 
a professional team of “oldschool” developers, possibly reusing 
older,well-tested code from an existing softwareproject. With 
that said, targeted malwaretends to be very modular, allowing 
per-attackprocesses to be constructed—particularly thecode that 
handles exfiltration—and oftensending stolen data automatically 
withoutthe need for commands from the attacker. Inshort, these 
attacks are sophisticated andever-changing. Security professionals’ 
effortsto find and understand them must be likewisesavvy and 
flexible.
Finally, just as Kaspersky relied on thecommunity to help it dissect 
DuQu, it isimportant for the security community to joinforces in 
the fight against APTs. Indeed,sharing any information gathered 
about anAPT is vitally important to improving ourunderstanding. 
FIRST is the global forum forincident response and security teams 

fromgovernment, commercial and educationalorganizations. Its 
mandate is to foster cooperationand coordination in incident 
prevention,and it can help organizations with informationassets 
that are of interest to foreign statesand competitors to coordinate 
their securityefforts. Cooperation is the only way toimprove our 
ability to find and eradicate APTs.

Fig. 2: FTP Login Console Infection by APT Represented in Block 
Model

Defences against APT are as follows:
Phase 1: Reconnaissance Social networking policy, awareness 1. 
training for likely targets, reporting procedure for suspect 
inquiries
Phase 2: Spear-phishing attack Email policy, awareness 2. 
training, gateway and desktop AV,reporting procedure for 
suspect emails
Phase 3: Establish presence Hardened servers and desktops, 3. 
host-based monitoring, application whitelists, IDS and 
extended logging
Phase 4: Exploration and pivoting Logging and analysis of 4. 
internal network traffic, strongpassword policy, fortified trust 
domains
Phase 5: Data extraction Logging and analysis of internal 5. 
network traffic, strong password policy, fortified trust 
domains
Phase 6: Maintaining persistence :Prepared action plan, 6. 
forensic analysis [3].

III. Conclusion
Advanced persistent threats are what the name suggests: The 
threats areadvanced, complex and typical requiring a high level 
of expertise to develop and rectify, and they arepersistent, that 
is, they wait for the right opportunity to strike and attack. There 
is particularly no exact measure for preventing and defeating 
APTs—they are a new attack methodology built toinfect current 
perimeter and endpoint defences. By training employees,providing 
user information , and restricting  servers and workstations will 
helpstop the spreading of infected code . Robust logging will 
hike the opportunity  that APT attacks is detected and will  give 
emergency response teamsbetter information for identifying and 
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rectify effects on the organisation due to the attack.
If you apply defences for each phaseof an APT attack and deal 
with the weak pointsthat enable it to survive, you will reduce 
thechances of any attack successfully establishingitself on your 
network. However, youneed to be ready to act if your defences 
are hacked and peeped. If an attack is detected, the lastthing you 
want to do is panic and rush intoan unplanned response. With 
APTs, you can’tsimply install the latest AV signatures andscan 
infected machines to stop further infections.
However, you also can’t afford to taketoo long to develop a 
remediation plan. Ifyou do, the infection will spread, becomingmore 
damaging and time-consuming to fix. This means you need a 
pre-plannedresponse. A senior manager, preferably atboard 
level, needs to be in charge andaccountable for the remediation 
plan. Thiswill ensure the cooperation and coordinationof all 
key stakeholders. It will also ensurethat sufficient resources 
are allocated to theemergency response team, or ERT. Being 
preparedmeans having up-to-date documentationof the enterprise 
infrastructure, includinglists of all DNS and DHCP servers, 
Internetpoints of presence, VPN concentrators andWindows 
domains, including the group policiesenabled on each Windows 
workstation.The remediation plan should be executedonce the 
full scope of the compromise is understoodand the team has 
identified allcompromised APT hosts. The ERT should bemade 
up of trained security personnel whounderstand the network 
infrastructure andare familiar with how it looks when it isoperating 
normally. This will make identifyingindicators of compromise 
and separatingthe APT from other malware quicker andeasier. 
You may well need specialized outsidehelp if you don’t have the 
in-house personnel,technology and ability to dissect thetools and 
techniques used by APT intruders.
If you’ve identified your organization as apotential target, you need 
to start a discussionamong your industry peers to determinehow 
best to coordinate efforts againstthis cyber threat. It may even be 
necessary toestablish contact with government agenciessuch as 
the U.S. Cyber Command, which istasked with coordinating the 
U.S. military’sresponse to APTs.Because of the serious nature of 
an APT infectionand the potential for it to spread toyour partners, 
it’s important to take the bull
by the horns and come clean if a data breachoccurs. Keep clients, 
stakeholders and regulatoryauthorities up to date on the situation. 
While embarrassing, these attacks are becomingpart of the IT 
landscape, and sharing theexperience can only help others 
becomemore resilient.
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